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Inside the back to roots
residence of a NRI Couple

For our young, dynamic and spiritual NRI couple customers, when they purchased their first house in the
homeland, it was essential it represented there culture and roots.
Asset Interiors/Customisation department has incorporated the traditional element in various parts of the
house. The colour scheme, woodwork in rooms, upholstery selection, wall accents, design of Pooja corner
was all carefully crafted keeping in mind these aspects.

Entrance Foyer

At the very entrance of the house, Nataraj’s idol
has been crafted using CNC cut-out panelling
with back light. Apart from imparting the foyer
area a traditional look, it also has served the
purpose of concealing the DB box of the flat.

Living and Dining Space

For the formal living area, a colour play of muted
earthy tones has been used.
The colours are brought out through complimentary
accents, in the form of a feature textured wall and
furnishings in warm colours.
A combination of glass and laminate finish is used to
form a partition between the formal living room and
the dining area.

A case of clever Light Play

The effects of a well lit space is one of the
features where interiors team has given special
emphasis. The customised false ceiling, light points,
are designed in such a manner that it gives an
elongated effect to the dining area and the
family living room.
For the bedroom, the headboard was creatively
crafted using extensive wood work and strip
lights, to give a unique three - dimensional effect.
Even for the kitchen cabinets customised strip
lights are provided.

THE CLIENT SPEAKS
Our flat with Asset is very special and dear to us since
this is our first home together as a couple. Keeping this
in mind, we both had many dreams and ideas to convert
this flat into our home. We were in search of a partner
who could guide, help and translate our concept of
interior decoration with a professional touch.
After a couple of shortlists, we approached the Asset
Interiors team since their past projects and reviews
looked very impressive. Asset Interiors team has been
professional in their approach from the very beginning.
Mr.Thambi was leading our project and every meeting
with him and his team has been satisfactory since they
very patiently understood our needs, desires and
expectations and married them with their expertise.
Since we reside outside of India, we were initially
worried about monitoring the progress, however this
was sorted since the Asset team ensured they shared
with us regular updates with photos and videos. This
helped us to give immediate feedback if needed and be
excited about our sweet home being built gradually. The
outcome post completion of the project exceeded our
expectations and made us proud owners when we
heard comments from family like “Great interiors, love
the work"
Overall, we are happy customers of Asset Interiors,
most importantly because our relation with the team
did not end with the completion of the project. They
made sure they were only a call away if we needed on
any support post this phase too.
Ashwin and Dhanashree (Proud owners of Chiraag 17B)
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